
St Aubyn’s School 

Inspection Report 2022 

Summary  

St Aubyn’s School was inspected over three 

days in May 2022 by the 

Independent Schools’ Inspectorate (ISI),  

the regulatory body for independent schools.  

The full report can be found on our website:  

staubyns.com/about/isi-report/ 



“ISI reported St Aubyn’s to be compliant in all eight areas and ‘excellent’ in 

both judgements of educational quality (the top grading for achievement and 

personal development). This is a tribute to the hard work of all the staff, pupils, 

governors, and of course, parents in supporting the school’s vision to provide 

the very best all-round education and develop young people of character who 

will make a difference in the world around them. ”              Leonard Blom, Head 



Educational Quality Inspection - key findings 

The quality of pupils’ academic and other achievements is excellent.  

 Pupils demonstrate excellent levels of academic achievement 

 Pupils’ knowledge, skills and understanding across all areas of learning are 

excellent 

 Pupils’ communication skills are outstanding 

 The successful manner in which ICT has been embedded throughout the 

learning culture of the entire school is outstanding 

“Pupil’s attitudes towards 

learning are excellent. 

Children in EYFS engage with great 

enthusiasm and focus in a wide 

range of activities. Their approach to 

making choices is exceptional and 

they participate with a real sense of 

joy and delight. This was seen in a 

hunt for minibeasts, the creation of 

jubilee party invitations and making 

flags.”  



The quality of pupils’ personal development is excellent.  

 Pupils’ self-knowledge, self-esteem, self-confidence, self-discipline are 

excellent 

 Pupils’ moral understanding and responsibility for their own behaviour 

are excellent 

 Pupils’ respect for diversity and appreciation of their own and others’ 

cultures is one of their major strengths 

“The school is highly successful in its aim to develop its pupils as contemplative 

reflectors through active consideration of philosophical and ethical concepts, 

such as animal rights, human wrongs, drugs and religion, medical ethics and 

equality and attitudes to poverty.”  



“Pupils wholeheartedly embrace the opportunities provided by the school to 

take responsibility for aspects of school life and seek further opportunities to 

do so. They are proud to be elected members of the school council, are eager 

participants in music and drama productions, relish their membership of 

competitive sports teams and love their paired reading with younger pupils.” 

“Pupils have an excellent, and 

hugely positive, understanding and 

appreciation of people of faiths and 

cultures other than their own. 

Respect and tolerance are natural, 

everyday hallmarks of life at St 

Aubyn’s.” 

bravely, faithfully, happily 


